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Abstract 

The poor Data Science support of agriculture brought us to our main idea of the research is to 

analyze all micro-works for every plant or tree. Then we proceed to specify targeted actions 

for harvest collection, micro spraying and hundreds similar simple actions. Initially we 

collect data from the farm. The airborne, land and underwater unmanned vehicles scan the 

field area with customized various sensors and cameras in various multi spectral modes. The 

result is minimum agro-chunk Four-Dimensional model. The unmanned vehicle on the field 

area receives target data. It is equipped with a general-purpose robotic arm, an absorbing 

bellow, a robotic pruner, a liquid spraying pipe, an underwater robotic arm and hundreds of 

others. It moves there and performs the commanded action. Action is flower or nuts 

collection, insect suction pruning and hundred more. All operations are high trainable by 

human intervention and the system stores its approach and logic for future action correction. 

Keywords: data science, minimalism, agriculture, cultivation, harvest, sensors, robots, full 

spectrum, aeronautical operations, blockchain, insurance, data science, internet of things, R 

language, data analytics 
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1. Introduction 

Management is the absolute useful science while is not a real science. Management is not an 

exact science in terms of advanced algorithms and complicated nonsense talking. (Hegarty 

2006, Helmer 1959, Jordan 1992). 

The human mind is by far more advanced than any model could predict. Inventive minds and 

engineering exceed exponentially this unpredicting creative thinking. (Godfrey 1998, 

Obermeyer 2017, Arciszewski 2018, Cavallucci 2015) 

In our case the agriculture machinery has initially very distinct specifications summarizing in: 

too heavy, to bulky, too late, too energy intensive, too much effort for a tiny result. In nature 

the harvest is simple, in time, no resources or energy is wasted. A bird harvests a cherry with 

a simple feather flap. There were hundreds of similar solutions for the moment Adam 

deported from Eden. Every inventor insists on his development but the only new good idea is 

to build on top of existing market solutions. 

The main idea of the invention is to analyze all micro-works for every plant or tree. Then we 

proceed to specific targeted actions for harvest, pesticide micro spraying and hundreds similar 

simple primitive actions.  

Current technology does not offer all type of agriculture robotic support primarily for reasons 

like: 

 At old good times a tool was capable to accomplish a lot of agro-work. Today we face 

total Absence of co-integration. 

 The robotic systems in use today are not made for the next negation of farmer 

intelligence.  

 Very heavy robust machinery is used, for example to collect a few grammars nut. 

 Our solution is to focus on a single very simple agro-work every time with light 

machinery under the guidance of an expert system and distributed tele-computer. 

Our research technical field area is: 

 Innovative Agriculture management, (Le Gal 2011, Hartemink 2008) 

 Drone technology and applications, (Pobkrut 2016, Stehr 2015, Malveaux 2014) 

 Submarine technology and applications ( Ford 1961, Scurlock 1976) 

 Expert system knowledge representation for military operations and remote sensing 

(Rokhmana 2015, Sahoo 2015, Zhang 2014) 

 Food technology traceability (Badia 2015, Karippacheril 2017)  

 Blockchain agro insurance (Zisopoulos 2018, Kanavas 2016) 

Bible research lemma from Old Testament, Genesis 3: (Thackeray 1911) in the dominated 

languages is: 
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Table 1, ADAM the first farmer 

23 και εξαπέζηειλεν αςηόν Κύπιορ ο Θεόρ εκ ηος παπαδείζος ηηρ ηπςθήρ επγάζεζθαι 

ηην γην εξ ηρ ελήθθη 

23therefore the Lord God sent him forth from the garden of Eden to till the ground 

from which he was taken. 

We decided to give a name this new photovoltaic after the first farmer without tools and 

trained by the angels, ADAM. 

2. Drawings 

To describe our research invention, we attach 4 drawings. The figurer 1, describes the 

conceptual operation schema and field application of the invention, number 2 describes the 

filed vehicles drawing 3 describes the work head and invention usage. 

2.1 Conceptual Schema 

 

Figure 1. The conceptual invention subsystems interoperability 

Drawing parts are: 

 the address and mission calculation expert system (1),  

 into a distributed sophisticated tele computer (2),  

 with appropriate four-dimensional database schema (18) 

 an airborne (4) field carrier (3) 

 a land vehicle (5) field carrier (3) 
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 an unmanned submarine (17) underwater carrier (3) 

 with sockets (14) to mount various systems  

 an on-vehicle monitoring subsystem (6)  

 with full spectrum surveillance sensors (7)  

 and cameras (8)  

 multiple interchangeable work heads (9) for the targeted farm-work. 

 Work head general socket (19) 

 The flower to be collected (61) 

2.2 Mission Control 

 

Figure 2. The on-field carrier (3), sensors (7) and cameras (8) 

In the above figure 2 we describe the on-field carrier: 

 a general-purpose unmanned field vehicle (5),  

 an appropriately sized drone (4) 

 or an unmanned submarine (17);  

 the rural telecom system (22)  

 the RFID traceable transport basket (44)  
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 primarily electronics bus modular socket for sensors and cameras (13)  

 mounted cameras (8) 

 interchangeable sensors (7)  

 Weather radar (52) 

 Weather station (53) 

 Approach radar (54) 

 Differential Global Positioning System (55) 

 inertial measurement unit (56) 

 Photo spectrometer with wide range of light wave lengths (57) 

 Still HD thermal camera (58) 

 video camera (59) 

 digital output to the computer (2) weather data (41), radar data (42), land cartography 

data (43), spectrogram (44), land thermal map (45) 

2.3 War Heads Interoperability 

 

Figure 3. The interchangeable work heads 

Work head operability is: 

 Primarily electro mechanic Modular socket for work head (19) 

 a general-purpose robotic arm (31) capable of grab, twist, and cut operation from 

flower-harvest collection to weed uprooting;  
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 an absorbing bellow dual air intake flexible cylinder (32) for flower, insect and worm 

collection; outer pipe (81) from the pipe-in a pipe mechanism;  

 inner pipe (85); Air flow direction in the outer pipe (82); Inside out air flow direction in the 

inside pipe (86); Shutter-cuter knife (83); Cutting point (84) 

 a robotic pruner (33) for tree pruning;  

 a liquid spraying pipe for targeted micro pesticides or water targeted spraying (34);  

 an underwater cultivated seaweed-algae harvesting robotic arm (35); 

3. General Functionality 

The general functionality of the invention is very similar to an aeronautical invasion and it is 

a peaceful transfer to land and sea farming. There are two type of field operations and two 

headquarter operations and an everlasting training option. 

The first field operation surveillance is the data collection a four-dimensional multi spectral 

model of the farm constituting parts. The airborne vehicles scan the agro-field area with 

various sensors and cameras. They only send online or offline their data to the headquarters. 

The first headquarter operation agro chunk definition analyzes spatiotemporal multispectral 

data. Such an analysis is actually the farmer work of the future. The result of minimum 

agro-chunk is a 4Dimensional model of the land field. 

The second and final field operation, the agro-work, starts when our unmanned vehicle are 

placed on the field area. The airborne-wheel or submarine vehicle receives target data. It 

moves there and performs the commanded action. Action here is a nuts collection or an insect 

suction and mission accomplished. 

The second headquarter operation, the vehicle guidance, is to guide the vehicle to the target 

and trims the mission data in real time in accordance the moving vehicle surveillance sensors 

and cameras. 

All operations are high trainable by human intervention and subsequently stored logic for 

future action correction. 

The invention looks futuristic but it is only a stripped-out version of old technologies and 

software. The general functionality of the invention has four steps. 

3.1 Surveillance  

For the first field operation surveillance a vehicle (3) is equipped with a monitoring 

subsystem (6), with full spectrum surveillance sensors (7), and cameras (8) (Drawing 1,2). 

Then it reaches the designation area and starts recording local the land farm. When the 

surveillance finishes the vehicle returns and unloads data to the central computer (2). This 

operation could be done any time additional data are required and/or during the productive 

second field operation. 
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3.2 The First Headquarter Operation 

The first headquarter operation minimum agro-chunk definition is the cornerstone of the 

invention. For every plant or tree a specific work must be done different in space and time 

even for the same plant. The minimum chunk is the exact piece of the plant to manipulated. A 

saffron plant has only one chunk and one action to be done: the flower to be cut or twisted. A 

tree has more chunks with different associated actions for every chunk: 

 A worm (64) on a branch is sucked by the absorbing bellow (32) 

 An unnecessary sprout (68) is cut by the robotic pruner (33) 

 A leaf with a disease is micro sprayed with pesticide with a liquid spraying arm (34) 

 A fruit with appropriate color (62) is collected by appropriate third part hardware. 

The exact recognition is a complex, sophisticated, everlasting work. It uses various digital models 

(41,42,43,44,45) brought in by the Weather radar (52), Weather station (53), Approach radar (54), 

Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) (55), inertial measurement unit (56), Photo 

spectrometer with wide range of light wave lengths (57), still thermal camera (58), video camera 

(59) in a 4dimension model. The techniques to combine these data are Hyperspectral Imagery 

Analysis, Full Spectral Imaging and Multispectral pattern recognition (Isa 2017, Blasch 2014). 

The result of all these is a database spanned on space any time with all millions of 

agrochunks in a typical farm. The definition of course is not static but dynamic until the time 

of operation over the agro chunk. Subsequently unforeseen algorithms are required to 

preserve agro-chunk integrity indicatively factors like: 

 non-proportional Byzantine time of the day usage for light conditions. 

 Meteorology data primarily wind and temperature.  

 Plant growing. 

The agro chunk actual location it will be proven enough reliable to start the next step. 

3.3 Second Field Operation 

The second and final field operation, the agro-work is easier than the above complexity. Once 

the action over the agro-chunk is decided we execute simple steps: 

 The expert system (1) through the computer (2) advices the appropriate mission 

configuration. 

 On the selected vehicle (3) we load the sensors a camera (6,7) and the appropriate work 

heads (9) 

 The vehicle proceeds to the chunk location and the computer (1,2) reevaluates the exact 

possibilities of success. 

 The work head (3,31,32,33,34 etc.) performs the operation and the use the basket (44) if 

applicable.  
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The second headquarter operation, the vehicle guidance is a real time task during which the 

expert system receives online information from sensor (7,8). Then it sends data to micro trim 

the guidance operation to adapt to the actual local situation.  

All operations are high trainable due to the human superiority on some tasks. Machine 

training operation is simple in our days. During this phase a farmer guides the vehicle and 

work heads using all system components. If such guidance was efficient is stored in the 

expert system memory. Actually, all actions of the work head have been repeated at the 

training stage. 

A simple example for saffron collection would clarify the invention usage. The drone fleet 

overflies on the land fields. As a result, the expert system (1,2,3) has every flower position in 

the county in time and space positioning. We chose the unmanned surface vehicle (5) as more 

efficient due to extreme weather conditions. On top of the vehicle we mount a simple HD 

camera, a thermographic camera (58) and the absorbing bellow dual air intake flexible 

cylinder (32). We transport the vehicle to the field with saffron flowers and establish the 

connection to the computer (2) though the rural telecom (22). All system is turned on and the 

vehicle goes to the first flower (61). The cameras capture and send the photo to the expert 

system (1). The current image and associated data are compared with the stored minimum 

chunk image and the knowledge base. The computer proceeds to micro modifications and the 

work head (32) cuts the flower (61) and stores it to the basket (44). When the basket is full it 

is collected by the farmer. The basket has RFID and it is fully identified and traceable until 

the product reaches the final consumer. It is also useful for cooperative association logistics 

and payments. 

The main invention problem is the expert system (1) since it needs a lot of time an investment 

to be realized. At the engineering stage of the invention alpha test a number of parts will be 

replaced by more efficient subsystems. 

The invention is capable to accomplish extraordinary harvest options. New profitable 

applications are possible: 

 Edelweiss flower collection, impossible to approach today since they only grow in high 

unapproachable mountains. 

 Targeted pesticide micro spray on a flower stigma flower part, hand accuracy and vision 

are adequate.  

 With drone grabbing bee cells could easily be placed and maintenance in inaccessible 

virgin mountain places. 

 Under water fish or plant farm with all extreme environment that the deep salt water is.  

Most the electric and mechanic parts are commercially available from the industry today but 

there are a lot of implementation details to be solved, both at a technical and cost benefit 

level. 
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4. Legislative Description 

The micro targeted, trainable, modular, multipurpose system for agriculture work is 

characterized by its principal function to address to the smallest spatiotemporal possible 

agro-chunk(10), a mission calculation expert system(1), a distributed sophisticated tele 

computer(2), a farm field carrier (3) with sockets to mount various systems (14), an on 

vehicle monitoring subsystem (6), with full spectrum surveillance sensors (7) and cameras (8) 

and multiple interchangeable work heads (9) for the targeted farm-work. 

The smallest possible agro-chunk (10) according the above main claim is characterized by the 

lowest possible level addressable farm co-integrated element like: flower, fruit, nuts, weed, 

insect, leave, sprout, algae and thousands of others.  

The address and mission calculation expert system (1) according the above main claim is 

characterized by its focus on the final destination at the smallest possible chunk (10), 

agro-chunk recognition algorithms, actual chunk behavioral spatiotemporal position, dual 

operation status actual harvesting (11) and training (12), mission data calculation and finally 

transmission to the field carrier (3). 

The training operation (12) in claim 3 is characterized by accumulative knowledge given by 

thousands hand operated tasks performed through all the system monitoring and work heads 

(6,7,8,9) through which the system (1) understands and incorporates all details into its 

algorithmic knowledge and future action. 

The distributed sophisticated tele computer (2) according the above main claim is 

characterized by a high-performance heavy duty distributed tele computer with industrial 

Internet of things rural radio (22), Hyperspectral Imagery Analysis,  Full Spectral Imaging, 

Multispectral pattern recognition and spatiotemporal chunk (10) data storage (41). 

The on-field carrier (3), according the above main claim is characterized by an appropriately 

sized drone (4) or a general-purpose unmanned field vehicle (5), or an unmanned submarine 

(17); all three are equipped with the rural telecom system (22) and modular sockets (13) into 

where are mounted cameras, interchangeable sensors (7,8) and work-heads (9) depending 

from the mission to be accomplished.  

The vehicle monitoring subsystem (6) according the main claim is characterized by full 

spectrum surveillance sensors (7) and cameras (8) for video and still recording at full 

spectrum with infrared, visible violet coverage. 

The multiple work head (9) according to the above main claim is characterized by the 

following pairs of agriculture machinery; a general purpose robotic arm (31) capable of grab, 

twist, and cut operation from flower-harvest collection to weed uprooting; an absorbing 

bellow dual air intake flexible cylinder(32) for flower, worm collection; a robotic pruner(33) 

for tree pruning; a liquid spraying pipe for targeted micro pesticides or water targeted 

spraying(34); an underwater cultivated seaweed-algae harvesting robotic arm (35); etc. 
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5. Conclusion, Data Analytics Information Collection in Agriculture With Minimum 

Agro Chunk  

The technology presented above denotes general implementation details from the basic 

minimum addressable agro-chunk approach. It concerns an open architecture derived from 

military operations into which will be fitted various components. The trilateral nature of 

time give us the three different steps: 

 Historical data; as manifestations of breeding and harvest, realized in R 

mathematical programming Language.  

 Action Data; Things to do today actions implemented in Matlab-Simulink 

programming language. 

 Future calculation data; New data variations for the future will be based in Python 

Environment. 

5.1 Past Historical Cultivation Data 

Historical data is used from Data Science analytics for initial model algorithms. Various 

scientists propose different approaches. Most researchers focus on trivial traditional 

government understood agriculture data.  

This old-fashioned approach for past cultivation and harvesting data has the exact meaning of 

history. New devices need their own data. Huang (2018) described earth-observation BIG 

data and analysis daily from the platforms, manned/unmanned aircrafts, and ground-based 

sensors. Pham (2018) started the discussion about the interaction between data analytics and 

competitive analysis either by focusing on micro-level firm capabilities or other macro-level 

industry competitiveness of firms in agricultural markets. Agriculture is undergoing a 

tremendous transformation in the collection and use of data to inform smarter farming 

decisions. Most of them focus also on big data analytics (Zhang 2019, Antle 2017, Jones 

2017, Libe 2018, Janssen 2017, Kamilari 2107) while Sbarina (2015) uses a pure 

mathematical approach for Big Data in precision Agriculture.  

Unfortunately, Data Science cannot help in non-repetitive agriculture tasks variations. Real 

inventive intelligence is required that only human brain has.  

5.2 Action Data 

All history is processed to prepare the current time instance action data think to do now. 

Action data is a simple four-dimensional array (x, y, z, time) for every warhead regarding the 

procedure to achieve cultivation tasks. We found incapable Microsoft robotics developer 

studio for a multi-robot system, although they support both local and global maps in the 

reconstruction of a virtual scenario. (Matta 2014).  

Closer to our mathematical approach is RobotiCad as a Matlab/Simulink toolbox for the 

robotics modeling and simulation ( Falconi 2008). Other researchers focus on guidance road 

maps ( Oksane 2016, Rein 2016) but there is not a standard in the foreseen future. Then we 

chose our reliable Matlab programming with old fashioned functions.  
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5.3 New Big Data 

After the agriculture field action (seed, pruning, harvest) a new generation of big data is 

generated. The mission data are processed and feed irrevocable various ADAM modules for 

future use. The big difference is that we now have realization data, the huge difference 

between theory and implementation. This realization is our only concern in commercial 

system design. (Rupnik 2018, Jones 2017, Oksanen 2016, Reina 2016)  
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